ABSTRACT Paillier algorithm has higher time efficiency than other homomorphic encryption algorithms due to only one power operation is required, but its encryption range is limited to integer, which cannot meet the need of electronic scoring system to encrypt real. To solve the problem, an electronic scoring scheme based on real Paillier algorithm is put forward. In the proposed scheme, compound transformation is introduced to convert real to large integer. The encryption range of Paillier algorithm is extended from integer to real by the large integer operation, which can make the scoring results more precision. In addition, a more secure and efficient two-way identity authentication strategy between clients and servers is designed by using Horner's rule. After hashing the username and password by Horner's rule, the obtained hash value is encrypted and transmitted, which can not only improve system security by avoiding disclosure of user's information during transmission, but also increase the computation efficiency due to the reduction of data size in encryption and decryption. In the experiment, compared with the existing encryption algorithms on different scoring data sets, the whole encryption and decryption time is slightly increased by 0.28% compared with the traditional Paillier, but computing real score is realized in the proposed method. The efficiency of addition and multiplication of the proposed method is increased averagely by 25.99% and 42.75%. The average shorten time of two-way identity authentication is 27.22 milliseconds due to the using of Horner's rule. When the number of clients is more than 105, the time efficiency is improved more obviously.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the continuous progress of global democratization, allpeople participation in vote has become a major symbol of a democratized country. With the rapid development of Internet, E-voting breaks through the time and space limitations to the traditional voting methods, realizes the possibility of remote voting in different places of the world [1] , which can save a lot of voting costs [2] , [3] . At present, E-voting schemes are mainly based on the following four technologies: blind signature, secret sharing, hybrid network
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Chunsheng Zhu. and homomorphic encryption. Homomorphic encryption was proposed firstly by Rivest in 1978 [4] . It has a unique feature which is not possessed by the other three technologies [5] . The feature is that the required operations can directly perform on ciphertext, and the results are consistent with those got by executing the same operations on plaintext [6] - [9] . In other words, the technology allows people to make specific algebraic operation on ciphertext to obtain the results which are still encrypted and perform operations such as retrieval, comparison and other operations in the encrypted data to get the correct results without having to decrypt the data in the whole process [10] . This unique feature is the reason why the requirements of homomorphic VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ encryption algorithms are increasing in the field of E-voting, cloud computing and E-commerce etc. LI Bei proposed an E-voting system based on homomorphic encryption strategy in 2015 [11] , which used the homomorphism of ElGamal algorithm [12] - [14] to compute voting results, and protect voters' personal information from disclosure. HUANG Shi-jie proposed a homomorphism-based multi-candidate electronic voting scheme in 2017, which used the traditional Paillier algorithm to encrypt the contents of the votes and ensure the security of the election [15] . Compared with other homomorphic encryption algorithms, Paillier algorithm has the advantage of higher operational efficiency in the field of E-voting due to only one power operation is involved in.
With the popularity of smart phones and computers, many democratic evaluations are no longer limited to simply choose agreement or disagreement. For example, in many companies, all employees need to score the leaderships for year-end assessment via a scoring application. In this case, the new electronic scoring system can achieve not only a binary choice for vote, but also a numeric score to make the evaluation results more precision. In the existing research, the mainstream homomorphic encryption schemes mainly focus on integer-based encryption. Paillier algorithm is the most representative integer-based encryption. In order to encrypt the real scores with higher precision, an electronic scoring scheme based on real Paillier encryption algorithm is put forward. In the proposed scheme, the scoring range is extended from integer to real by expressing real as large integer based on the scheme in [15] . Guaranteeing the valid identities of clients and servers and preventing any unauthorized users to login the system are the premises for the application of electronic scoring system [16] . Therefore, challenge/response authentication based on dynamic password is improved to construct a more secure and less computational two-way authentication scheme by using Horner's rule. This scheme is compared with the electronic voting scheme in [15] and the multi-candidates E-voting scheme in [11] . The results show that the improved scheme achieves higher efficient in the homomorphic encryption of real and makes the evaluation results more precision. In addition, compared with the mobile terminal voting system in [16] , the time efficiency of the two-way identity authentication scheme is analyzed. The results show that the proposed scheme not only guarantees the security of the electronic scoring system because of Paillier encryption and two-way identity authentication strategy, but also increases the authentication speed due to the introducing of Horner's rule.
The major contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) Paillier algorithm is a widely used homomorphic encryption algorithm with high efficiency and safety. It is introduced in our proposed electronic scoring scheme to effectively avoid the possibility of exposing plaintext when obtaining counting results, which can make the electronic scoring system security and efficiency.
(2) Computing the data of scoring system will inevitably produce decimal, such as averaging and weighted summation, which means the range of data processed by encryption algorithms needs to be extended from integer to real. Therefore, compound transformation is used to convert real to large integer. The number of decimal places is recorded during the converting. With the aid of large integer operation, the encryption range of Paillier algorithm is extended to real, which can make Paillier used in more real fields, such as electronic scoring, medical data, quality assessment and financial data verification etc.
(3) Most data processing systems are based on distributed multi-server structure, so the one-way identity confirmation is not safe anymore. In the proposed scheme, the Horner's rule and Paillier algorithm are applied to implement a two-way identity authentication strategy between clients and servers. In the improved strategy, client needs to confirm the connected server is valid by the verification information from the server, which is a supplement to the one-way authentication and can make the system more secure and reliable.
(4) A safety, individual, and efficient electronic scoring scheme is designed in this paper. Its safety lies in the usage of Paillier algorithm and the two-way identity authentication strategy. Its individual comes from it can realize the encryption of real and make the results accuracy. Its efficiency can be verified by the experimental evidence. The more clients the scoring system connects to, the more significant improvement of the system time efficiency is.
In addition to Section I, the remainder of this paper proceeds as follows: Section II provides an overview of the related works in the literature, such as Paillier algorithm, identity authentication technologies and Horner's rule. Two core algorithms of the improved scheme, the security and protocol analysis are illustrated in detail in Section III. In Section IV, the experimental environment and data sets are introduced, and the simulation results and performance evaluation are also presented. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
E-voting system needs to meet the basic safety standards proposed by Fujioka in 1992 [17] . The standards are soundness, privacy, eligibility, fairness, completeness, un-reusability and verifiability. As an improved version of E-voting system, the design of electronic scoring scheme should also meet these standards. In order to make the system security and reliable, it is necessary to design appropriate security strategies. This section mainly introduces three security strategies involved in this scheme: Paillier algorithm, identity authentication strategy and Horner's rule.
A. OVERVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF PAILLIER ALGORITHM
Paillier algorithm was proposed by P. Paillier in 1999 [18] . The algorithm is a public key cryptosystem with semantic security and additive homomorphism [19] . Its high security performance mainly depends on the difficulty in factoring the prime factor of large integer [20] . The core parts of the algorithm are described as follows:
(1) Key Generation Select two large prime numbers p and q randomly and independently of each other such that gcd(pq, (p − 1)(q − 1)) = 1 (gcd() is used to find the greatest common divisor. This property is assured if both primes are of equal length).
Calculate n = pq, λ = lcm(p − 1, q − 1) (lcm() is the function to find the least common multiple). Select a random integer g, where g ∈ Z * n 2 . Ensure n divides the order of g by checking the existence of the following modular multiplicative inverse:
where L (x) = x − 1 n (Note: notation x y denotes the quotient of x divided by y, i.e., the largest integer value z ≥ 0 to meet the relation x ≥ zy). The public encryption key pk is (n, g) and the private decryption key sk is (λ, µ). If using p and q with equivalent length, a simpler variant of the above key generation process would be:
Let m be the plaintext to be encrypted, where 0 ≤ m < n. Selected random number r, where 0 < r < n and r ∈ Z * n 2 (i.e. ensure gcd (r, n)
Let c be the ciphertext to be decrypted, where
The additive homomorphic can hide the addition operation to implement the encrypted counting without decryption, which can effectively prevent the exposure of vote information and make the voting security and fair. The random number r makes two equivalent votes encrypted to same value with negligible likelihood, which can protect the privacy of voters [21] - [23] .
The traditional Paillier algorithm can only achieve the encryption of integer [24] . Besides a simple binary vote, scoring systems which can provide specific scores are becoming more and more popular. Because the scores and operation results may be decimals, an efficiency and security encryption algorithm is desired to encrypt real, which can provide more evaluation methods and more accurate evaluation results in real field.
B. IDENTITY AUTHENTICATION TECHNOLOGIES
Because the user's information is transmitted in an insecure network, it is essential to ensure user's privacy by identity authentication technologies [25] . These technologies can also effectively prevent the intrusion of illegal third party.
Common authentication technologies are as follows:
(1) Traditional password checking method. This method compares the login username and password with the stored data on the server to authenticate clients. The transmitted ciphertext contains users' original information, which can be easily deciphered after interception. This technology is the simplest but least secure. (2) Certificate authority (CA) [26] . CA is a safer technology because the trusted and authoritative third-party is responsible for issuing and managing digital certificates. Use public key theory and encryption technology to provide security guarantee. But it is not suitable for electronic scoring system because of its large amount of calculation and high complexity. (3) One-time password (OTP): OTP is the most widely identity authentication method. The core of OTP is the transmitted ciphertext is composed of username, password and an unpredictable time-related random number. Therefore, the server receives different message from the same user due to the change of login time, which improves the security of user's privacy. Due to the disposable of one-time password, even if it is stolen by the third-party during the transmission, it will be invalid when re-validated, which can enhance the security of authentication.
Challenge/response is a dynamic password-based identity authentication method which is improved in this paper due to its high security and easy implementation. The authentication steps of challenge/response are as follows:
(1) After successful registration, server will automatically hash the username and password according to hash algorithm [27] , the obtained hash value is stored on the server. (2) When users login successfully, the client automatically hashes the username and password, encrypted the hash value and the random number to produce response number, and then passes it to the server. (3) The server receives the response number and decrypts it. It takes out the hash value and compares it with the one stored on the server to confirm the user's identity. (4) Different users own different secret keys, even if they get the same random number, different response numbers will be generated to ensure only the legal users can login.
The traditional challenge/response method has the following three aspects need to improve.
(1) It only considers single-server environments and achieves one-way authentication. It is unfit for the multi-server environments due to the clients also need VOLUME 7, 2019 to confirm the connected server to make them access a valid server. (2) When the number of clients is huge and the hash information is strings, choosing a hash function with high efficiency and less conflict is essential to challenge/response method. (3) The transmitted information needs to be encrypted, considering timeliness and privacy, an efficient and secure encryption algorithm is desired.
C. HORNER'S RULE
In the electronic scoring system, the login information converts to integer by hash operation firstly, and then encrypts the integer to transmit. The reason to transmit the encrypted hash value is the original information cannot be disclosed even if the ciphertext is stolen, which is ensured by the irreversibility of hash operation.
Choosing a suitable hash function with high efficiency and low conflict is very important, especially in the case of a large number of users. If a character string convers to an integer, the integer will be a larger number. Horner's rule is a high efficient algorithm for polynomial evaluation, especially for large integer [28] .The expression of Horner's rule is shown in equation (1) and the rewritten expression is shown in equation (2) .
In the expression of Horner's rule, a i represents the ASCII value of a character in the string. For example, given a character string ''afe'', ASCII values of each character are 97, 102 and 101. Each ASCII value can be presented as an n-bit binary (i.e. n = 7), 97 is 1100001, 102 is 1100110 and 101 is 1100101. Concatenating the binary values in order, the most efficient way to compute the long binary is the use of expression x = 97 × 128 2 + 102 × 128 1 + 101 × 128 0 , where 128 = 2 n (n = 7). The number of arithmetic operations can be minimized by Horner's rule x = (97×128+102)×128+101. The time complexity of Horner's rule is O(L), where L is the length of the character string. The conflict can be reduced due to the range of computational result is enlarged by the increasing of n. To get a large integer x without overflow, modulo operator is applied to each step in the calculation by x = x mod tablesize, where tablesize is a prime number as the length of hash table.
III. ELECTRONIC SCORING SCHEME BASED ON REAL PAILLIER ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM
Considering the security, efficiency and functional requirements of electronic scoring system, Paillier algorithm and the challenge/response method are both improved.
For security, two-way identity authentication strategy is introduced to replace the traditional challenge/response authentication, which can implement client and server confirmation each other in multi-server environment. In addition, the transmitted ciphertext is hash result with a random number, which guarantees the user's identity and the scores security with the aid of Paillier's asymmetric cryptosystem [18] , [29] .
For efficiency, Horner's rule is used to convert strings to integers due to its high efficiency in computation. Paillier algorithm is used to encrypt and decrypt the hash value because of its additive homomorphism. The information transmitted in the network and stored on servers are both hash value, which can not only reduce the data storage on the server, but also increase the time efficiency of transmission, encryption and decryption.
For functional requirements, the electronic scoring system is different from the simple binary E-voting system. The scores, intermediate results and final scores are probably decimals. Paillier algorithm is not suitable for the new requirements without improvement due to it can only encrypt integer. The improved real Paillier algorithm enlarge the range of encryption from integer to real owing to the introduction of compound transformation. Administrators can flexibly set the traditional voting mode or scoring mode according to the actual vote/scoring requirements. If the scoring mode is set, integer score or real score can be further set to meet the needs of different environments.
The highlights of the proposed scheme are the design of two-way identity authentication strategy and real Paillier encryption algorithm. The following two sections are the detailed introduction of the two key technologies.
A. TWO-WAY IDENTITY AUTHENTICATION
During the process of voting or scoring, not only the identity of client must be confirmed by server, but also the client must ensure that the connected server is correct. This is essentially important to the distributed multi-server environments. Twoway identity authentication strategy is an improvement of the challenge/response authentication, which is more secure and less computational. During the process of authentication, each entity implements authentication and guarantees the security of the key [30] .
Users must register firstly before using the scoring system, input personal information by themselves, such as username, password and so on. When a user registers username, the system automatically monitors whether the username already exists to ensure that the username is unique. After successful registration, the server will hash the username (UID) and password (PWD) by h = horner(UID, PWD), the hash value h is unique for all registered users and stored on the server. The username cannot be changed after registration, while the password can be updated, the server will compute the new hash value according to the changed password. From beginning to end, the stored hash value of each client is unique.
If users need to vote or scoring, UID, PSW and a verification code Y (Y is a four-digit time-related random number) are required. When the user login successfully, the process of two-way identify authentication is shown in Fig. 1 .
The acknowledge frames Ack u and Ack s are used to confirm the final connection. Ack u is stored on client and Ack s is on server. The structures of the two frames are shown in Table 1 . hash_u is the hash value of user's information (UID and PSW), hash_s is the hash value of server identity. f 1 , f 2 and f 3 are the successful flags of each confirmation. T 1 , T 2 and T 3 are the time of each confirmation. All hash values in frames are encrypted before transmission.
The detailed authentication steps are as follows:
Step 1: According to the UID and PSW, the client hashes the string into integer h by h = horner(UID, PWD). Set Ack u .hash_u = h. Paillier encryption algorithm Paillier_Enc() is used to encrypt h and Y to obtain ciphertexts ek h and ek Y by ek h = Paillier_Enc(pk u , h) and ek Y = Paillier_Enc(pk u , Y ), where pk u is the public key to confirm the valid client. ek h and ek Y are added together to get the ciphertext ek by ek = ek h + ek Y . The ciphertext ek is sent to server. Set Ack u .f 1 = 1.
Step 2: When the server receives the ciphertext ek from the client, homomorphic operation is used to subtract the ciphertext of the verification code Y from ek to get ek h by ek h = ek − Paillier_Enc(pk u , Y ). Paillier decryption algorithm Paillier_Dec() is used to decrypt ek h to get h by h = Paillier_Dec(sk u , ek h ), where sk u is the private key to confirm valid client. Determine whether h exists in the server database, if exists, indicating the received UID is a legitimate user, set Ack s .hash_u = h , Ack s .f 1 = 1, Ack s .T 1 = now() and proceed to step 3. Otherwise the client authentication fails and the server terminates the conversation.
Step 3: Similarly, the server hashes the server identity (SID) to get the hash value hs by hs = horner(SID 
= now().
Step 4: The client receives the message es sent back from the server, using homomorphic operation to subtract the ciphertext of Y from es to get es hs by es hs = es − Paillier_Enc(pk s , Y ). Decrypt es hs to get hs by hs = Paillier_Dec(sk s , es hs ), where sk s is the private key to confirm the legal server. The client verifies that hs is consistent with the local hash value of Horner(SID). If consistent, SID is a legitimate server, set Ack u .hash_s = hs and Ack u .f 2 = 1, proceed to step 5. If not, the server authentication fails and the client terminates the conversation with the server.
Step 5: Set Ack u .f 3 = 1. The client sends the acknowledge frame Ack u to the server.
Step 6: The server receives Ack u . Set Ack s .f 3 = 1 and Ack s .T 3 = now(). The server compares Ack u with Ack s to ensure that whether client and server establish a successful connection.
The following is the algorithm description of the two-way identity authentication.
B. PAILLIER ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM IN REAL RANGE
The core improvement of Paillier algorithm lies in the introducing of compound transformation. Use k to record the number of decimal places in real number m before encryption. Move the decimal point to right by k-digit to realize the conversion from real to integer, and encrypt the obtained integer. Decrypt the ciphertext to get the plaintext of integer, move the decimal point to left by k-digit to obtain the original real. The scheme realizes real number encryption without changing the consistency of homomorphic operations.
The specific steps are as follows:
Step 1: Define variable k to record the number of decimal places in real number m.
Step 2 Step 3: m is converted to integer m by the operation DoubleToInt(m) shown in equation (3) .
Step 4: m is input into the Paillier algorithm and the ciphertext c is obtained.
Step 5: The plaintext m is obtained by decrypting c with Paillier decryption algorithm.
Step 5: Using k, m is converted back to the original real m by the operation IntToDouble(m ) shown in equation (4) . The above two equations are only for a single real number. During encryption, decryption, addition and multiplication, the system needs to process a larger amount of decimals with different values of k. The different values need to be represented as a unified value in order to avoid misalignment in addition and multiplication. The method of the improved scheme is use the largest one as the value of k to convert the reals to integers. For example, the number of decimal places in 2.15 is k 1 = 2, and that of 1.3648 is k 2 = 4, compare k 1 and k 2 , the final number of decimal places is k = 4. For addition operation, 2.15 is converted to 21500 by equation (3), while 1.3648 is converted to 13648, the sum of them is 35148. By equation (4), the integer 35148 can be converted to 3.5148 according to the value of k. For multiplication operation, 21500 times 13648 is 293432000, the decimal point moves to left by 2k-digit (8-digit) to get the decimal number 2.93432000. 
C. SECURITY ANALYSIS OF THE IMPROVED SCHEME
Security performance is another important index to the evaluating of electronic scoring system. Three security mechanisms are involved in the improved scheme.
(1) The login information is hashed by Horner's rule, and the transmitted message and the stored information on server are all hash values. Hash function is unidirectional. Let y is the hash value, x is the concatenating of username and password. It is difficult to find x to meet y = horner(x). Hash function is anti-collision. For the given x, it is difficult to find x to meet horner(x) = horner(x ), x = x . In the improved system, the transmitted information is ciphertext of h = h + hy , , where h = Horner(UID, PWD) and hy = Horner(Y ). Even if the ciphertext is decrypted by third-party, it is difficult to split h from h , which adds the difficulty to disclose the original user's information.
(2) The second is the two-way identity authentication. All clients and servers must confirm their identities each other before establishing a connection, which can ensure the client and the server both valid. The server uses pk u to decrypt ek and match h with user table to ensure the user's identity. The hash value h cannot be forged by valid client, which can avoid illegal attacks. Similarly, clients decrypt the hash value of server hs by pk s , and then compare hs with the hash value y of the local stored identity of server y = Horner(SID), if y = hs , the server is valid. It is impossible for valid third party to counterfeit hs to cheat the client. Finally, the server needs to compare Ack u and Ack s . If all flags are equal to 1, Ack u .hash_u = Ack s .hash_u, Ack u .hash_s = Ack s .hash_s and Ack s .T 1 < Ack s .T 2 < Ack s .T 3 , which mean the connection can be established successfully.
(3) The last is Paillier encryption algorithm. The message transmitted, computed and stored are all ciphertexts encrypted by Paillier algorithm to avoid disclosing of plaintext. The same plaintext m encrypts twice, the obtained two ciphertexts are different due to the random number r, so Paillier algorithm is semantic security. In Paillier algorithm, a variable BitLengthVal is set as 128 to generate two 64-bit large prime numbers p and q. Use random numbers r and g, and n = pq to obtain the ciphertext c of m by c = g m · r n mod n 2 . For an intercepted ciphertext c, it is impossible to reverse generation the corresponding plaintext m, because it is a problem of computing n-th residue classes. The private key λ = lcm(p − 1, q − 1) is generated according to the large prime numbers p and q, which is hard to crack because of the difficulty of decomposition of larger prime factors.
The following detailed security analysis are used to illustrate the improved scheme are also meets the seven basic safety standards.
(1) Soundness: The dishonest voter cannot disrupt the voting.
All scores and final results stored on the server are ciphertexts. Illegal users login the server and try to modify the existing scores can cause data errors while computing ciphertexts, which can end the scores calculation. On the other hand, the system is equipped with log to record each operation, when database errors are detected, the system will automatically restore the data according to the log. These measures can effectively avoid cheating in the process of scoring.
(2) Privacy: All voters must be secret. For the privacy of login message, the input string is converted to large integer by h = horner(UID, PWD) firstly. The transmitted ciphertext is compose of h and verification code Y , when the ciphertext is intercepted during the transmission, it is impossible to decrypt the user's information because of the irreversibility of hash operation. For the privacy of scores, all scores are encrypted by the high security Paillier algorithm due to the two computationally difficulties, which cannot be solved in polynomial time on a classical computer.
(3) Eligibility: No one who isn't allowed to vote can vote. In the two-way identity authentication, the encrypted hash value of user's information is transferred to the sever, the server decrypts the ciphertext by private key sk u , and compares the obtained plaintext with the hash data on the server to confirm the identity of client, which can ensure that only the authorized user can vote/score.
(4) Fairness: Nothing must affect the voting. To ensure the score fairness by avoiding the guidance of scoring result, the user cannot know the scores of other users, because the scores are all ciphertexts. In addition, the user cannot check the final result before scoring, which is controlled by checking choice. When the score casting is finished, the checking choice can be set true automatically to allow user to check the final results.
(5) Un-reusability: No voter can vote twice. The user can only score once by scoring choice. When a user scores successfully, the scoring choice will be set false to disable the scoring function. After a successful scoring, users can only view their own scorings and check the final results, which can realize no voter can vote twice.
(6) Completeness: All valid votes are counted correctly. All valid scores are encrypted by Paillier algorithm. The ciphertexts are all uploaded to the server and stored in the database. When the whole scoring process is over, all ciphertexts in the database will be calculated by real Paillier homomorphic encryption, and the final results are also stored in the form of ciphertexts.
(7) Verifiability: No one can falsify the result of the voting. In the improved scheme, a history record management module is provided to retain the original ciphertexts of the scores. If verification is needed, the result calculation module can request, collect and compute the scores again to verify the published results.
D. PROTOCOL ANALYSIS
The protocol of the electronic scoring system includes the following four entities.
(1) Rater. Each certificated rater has a unique Uno and a hash value to present his valid identity. When scoring/vote is needed, valid rater can get a scoring ballot /vote with an authorization number Vno to cast. When the scoring/vote is finished, rater can check the final results.
(2) Authentication center (AC). Generate key pairs and keep them safe. Assign Sno and Vno to raters and scoring ballot/vote. Check whether the uploaded Sno and Vno are valid. Transfer the valid encrypted scores to counting center. This protocol is different from FOO protocol. It is composed of five stages. Each stage is illustrated as followed.
(1) Registration. The designated raters/voters or users with participating wish need to register firstly. The username and password of user i are hashed as hash i , encrypt and transfer to AC. AC ensures hash i is unique and allocate a system number Uno i to user i . Record the pair as (Uno i , hash i ), which is used VOLUME 7, 2019 to verify valid user. After successful registration, pk u and sk u are generated.
(2) Initialization. AC constructs the scoring encrypted environments, such as pk, pk s , sk, and sk s , according to the initialized parameters p and q. Create a unique identifier Sco j to distinguish all scoring/vote entities. If a scoring/vote needs designated users, create a group g k for these users, mark the participatory note Cer as Cer j,k = 1, which means the users in group g k has the qualification to score/vote Sco j . Inform PA to publish the announcement.
(3) Scoring/vote. Only approved users can use the system, which is ensured by AC to check if hash i is valid via two-way identity authentication. After successful login, the system lists all scorings/votes can be performed by user i , which is filtered by AC according to the Cer. The user can choose an item to score, AC will give users an authorized ballot with unique number Vno m . For the completed scoring/vote, user i can only check the final results according to sco_choice = 0 set by AC, which can ensure each voter can vote only once. Score n is encrypted as Cmsg n , sent to AC and stored in database as a triple (Vno m , Uno i , Cmsg n ). 
IV. EFFICIENCY EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME A. INTRODUCTION OF EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
The simulation experimental environments are as follows:
(1) Server: Three servers are configured to implement user authentication and compute scores and so on.
(2) Client: The clients are 150 personal computers in the simulation experiment. Users can login the electronic scoring system from the browser, vote/score and check the final result.
(3) The programming platform is eclipse 7.5 Dreamweaver CS6, server is apache tomcat 8.0, programming language is java, toolkit is JDK 1.7 and database is Mysql 8.0.13.
(4)Original data sets: The experiment used the following data sets to verify the time efficiency of the proposed scheme. The time efficiency tests are under the condition of fixed length of key. Eight groups of real numbers were chosen in the experiment. The reals in each group have the same number of digits, i.e., the third group is composed of real numbers with 3 digits, such as 123, 15.3 and 1.57. There are 200 to 300 real numbers in each group. Each real was encrypted and decrypted by the real Paillier algorithm and record the running time, the average time is regarded as the final running time of this group.
The running time of real Paillier is composed of three parts: convert real to large integer (RtoI), encrypt and decrypt the large integer by traditional Paillier algorithm and convert large integer to real (ItoR). The times of RtoI and ItoR are shown in Fig. 2 . For the traditional Paillier algorithm, the time performance is divided into two aspects, one is the time of addition and multiplication due to the two operations are the evaluation indicators of encryption algorithms, which is shown in Fig. 3 . The other is the time of encryption and decryption as shown in Fig. 4 . Compared with the traditional Paillier algorithm in [15] , the improved Paillier realizes the encryption of real number, which can make the result more accurate. For example, the scores of candidate casted by 2 raters are 97.8 and 97.1. In traditional Paillier, the two scores are all truncated as 97, so the computing results must be with low precision. In the real Paillier, the scores are changed to 978 and 971 firstly. The integers are encrypted by Paillier algorithm. The two ciphertexts are transferred to the server and stored in database. While counting is needed, the system takes out the scores to calculate the average. The final result is stored as ciphertext of integer 9745. When the result is published, 9745 needs to convert to decimal 97.45.
As the results shown in Fig. 2 to Fig. 4 , time units of DtoI, ItoD, addition and multiplication are microsecond, while that of encryption and decryption operations are millisecond. On average, the total time of encryption and decryption is about 19.08 milliseconds, and that of DtoI and ItoD is about 47.84 microseconds, which is about 0.28% of the total encryption and decryption time. The time efficiency of addition and multiplication is increased averagely by 25.99% and 42.75%. This scheme realizes real encryption by adding two links, DtoI and ItoD, which is only a small percentage of the whole processing. Therefore, the time consumption of this method is slight increased over the original method which can even be neglected, but real number encryption and decryption is achieved by Paillier algorithm.
The improved Paillier is designed for the encryption of real number. The followed experiments are compared the time efficiency with the existing real encryption algorithms based on ElGamal cryptosystem [11] . The results are shown in Fig. 5 to Fig. 7 .
As the results shown in Fig. 5 , the performance of the new algorithm is slight more efficient than the method in [11] when the number of digits in real is between 2 and 4. In other cases, these two methods have similar performance. Because the numbers of digits of most data in scoring system are 2 to 4, the real Paillier is more suitable for scoring system than other real-based encryption algorithms.
Analysis the results in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , the time efficiency of the improved Paillier algorithm has a very significant improvement in addition and multiplication operations. Especially when the number of digits in real is larger than 3, time efficiency is more obvious than the compared method. For addition, the average time efficiency is increased by 25.99%, when the number of digits in real is larger than 3, the increase rate can reach 33.47%. For multiplication, the average increase rate is 42.75% and 56.06% when the number of digits in real is over 3.
(2) Analysis of two-way identity authentication The two-way identity authentication is an improvement of traditional challenge/response. The key to this method is to find an efficient hash function to process the username and password. In the proposed scheme, Horner's rule is chosen to hash the string message. The time of two-way identity authentication can be divided into two stages, one is the time to confirm the valid client (shown in Fig. 8) , and the other is the time to ensure the right connected server (shown in Fig. 9 ). The total time of two-way identity authentication is shown in Fig. 10 . The compared scheme is also a hash-based twoway identity authentication [16] .
Analyze the results in Fig. 8 to Fig. 10 , the time to confirm the client and the time to ensure correct server are both shorten by introducing Horner's rule as the hash function. In Fig. 8 , the average time of confirmation client is shorten by about 14.7ms, when the clients number is larger than 105, the average shorten time is about 23.78ms. In Fig. 9 , the average time of ensuring server is about 12.52ms, when the clients number is larger than 105, the average shorten time is about 9.20ms. In Fig. 10 , the shorten time of the whole authentication is 27.22ms, when the clients number is over 105, the average shorten time is about 34.43ms. According above analysis, the time of the whole authentication is mainly depends on the client confirmation, so the improvement of client confirmation decides the performance of the authentication. When the number of clients is over 105, the efficiency of this scheme is improved obviously. The more users log in, the more user information can be verified at the same time.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an electronic scoring scheme based on real Paillier encryption algorithm to protect the privacy and security of the participants. The encryption and decryption range of traditional Paillier algorithm is extended from integer to real number, which can be applied in the field of real, such as medical data, quality assessment and financial data verification and so on. In addition, the two-way identity authentication is realized to confirm the security of users' privacy information. Horner's rule is effectively used to improve hash operation efficiency, further enhance the security of the scheme, and ensure the two-way identity authentication of client and server. On the basis of meeting the basic security standards of the E-voting system, the design of this scheme realizes the function of electronic scoring to better improve the precision of scores. This paper still has some problems worth further study, such as designing more efficient and practical anonymous channel to improve the security of network communication. 
